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Abstract

Opportunistic routing (OR) can greatly increase transmission reliability and network through-

put in wireless ad-hoc networks by taking advantage of the broadcast nature of the wireless

medium. However, network congestion is a barrier in the way of OR’s performance improve-

ment, and network congestion control is a challenge in OR algorithms, because only the

pure physical channel conditions of the links are considered in forwarding decisions. This

paper proposes a new method to control network congestion in OR, considering three types

of parameters, namely, the backlogged traffic, the traffic flows’ Quality of Service (QoS)

level, and the channel occupancy rate. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm

outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms in the context of OR congestion control in terms

of average throughput, end-to-end delay, and Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). Due to the

higher PDR at different traffic loads and different node densities, it can be concluded that

the proposed algorithm also improves network scalability, which is very desirable given the

recent changes in wireless networks.

Introduction

Routing in wireless ad-hoc networks is a research topic that has received significant attention

[1, 2]. Conventionally, routing protocols consist of two major phases: routing and forwarding.

In the routing phase, network status information is exchanged between network nodes. Then,

each node forms its routing table to identify its best next hops to all potential destinations in

the network. The forwarding phase occurs when packets arrive, and the packets will be for-

warded through the paths, specified by the routing tables. Although this approach has been

widely used in ad-hoc networks, it does not make efficient use of wireless medium features

such as broadcast nature and capability of receiving the packets by long-distance links [3].

Opportunistic Routing (OR) [4] has been proposed to exploit the broadcast nature of the

wireless medium, which causes packets to be received not only by the intended next-hop but

also by the nodes in the sender’s vicinity. In the OR paradigm, network nodes have no fixed

routing table for packet forwarding. When a packet is sent on the wireless channel, it is
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received by the nodes in the sender’s transmission range. Usually, a subset of the recipient

neighboring nodes (the Candidate Set (CS)) is selected and prioritized by the sender to partici-

pate in the forwarding process [5]. Among the CS members, the node with the highest priority

forwards the packet and the others discard it. This procedure is repeated until the packet

reaches its destination.

To show the benefit of the OR compared to the traditional routing, an example is presented

in Fig 1. There are 3 nodes in this figure. The links between the nodes are shown with their

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) as the numbers on them. SRC wants to send 10 data packets to

DST. Based on the showed PDR values, a traditional routing algorithm selects the path of

SRC-A-DST, and uses Node A as an intermediate node. However, due to the broadcast nature

of the wireless transmission, some of the data packets (40% on average), which are intended to

be received at Node A, are also received at the destination simultaneously. The OR takes

advantage of this issue and improves the network performance.

The performance of OR has been fully investigated by many researchers [4, 6, 7]. Different

OR protocols have also been proposed in diverse wireless networks, such as Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSNs) [8–10], Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) [11], Vehicular Ad-hoc Net-

works (VANETs) [12], and Flying Ad-hoc Networks (FANETs) [13]. Various challenges have

also been raised in OR, such as CS selection, CS prioritizing rule (routing metric), discarding

policy (inter-node coordination), packet duplication, mobility, and Quality of Service (QoS).

Recently, some Machine Learning (ML) based methods have been proposed to solve the OR

challenges [14, 15].

In this paper, we focus on QoS-related issues, especially the congestion control aspects.

Since routing metrics often reflect the physical channel conditions, nodes with better link qual-

ities gain higher forwarding priority and forward the major part of the traffic. This causes con-

gestion on high-quality links, which leads to unbounded delays [16]. To solve this problem,

some researchers have focused on traffic distribution in OR through backpressure routing pol-

icies. In other words, queue length information is considered as a sign of congestion and used

in the computation of the routing metric. Therefore, when the queue length of a node becomes

longer, its forwarding priority decreases. By using this policy, the nodes with lower link quality

can also participate in the forwarding process. So, backpressure routing increases the number

of the network’s active nodes implicitly.

Although backpressure routing mitigates the congestion problem due to the use of further

nodes, it increases channel occupancy level and subsequently, access delay. In other words,

Fig 1. An example of the benefits of OR compared to traditional routing.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g001
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this network policy tends to involve more nodes in the forwarding process for the sake of traf-

fic distribution. Therefore, the performance of Medium Access Control (MAC) algorithms

degrades due to increasing delays, such as back-off time. This problem becomes more severe

with the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) [17]. As the number of nodes increases, net-

work access control becomes more challenging due to the contention of the network nodes.

Multiple solutions have been proposed to deal with such a situation, in which the MAC mech-

anism is usually changed [9]. Although changing the MAC mechanism is a straightforward

solution, we believe that a cross-layer approach will be more effective in the context of OR.

This issue leads us to consider the channel-level condition for better traffic distribution and

also network scalability improvement.

This paper aims to propose a new OR algorithm in a fixed wireless network that establishes

a trade-off between traffic distribution and MAC level conditions in a multi-flow environment.

Briefly, in the proposed algorithm, each node computes the overall delay of delivering packets

to all other network nodes. The overall delay consists of two major components, channel

access delay, and queuing delay. When a network node has a packet to send, it decides to

include its neighbor in the CS if it results in a lower overall delay. The main contributions of

this paper can be summarized as follow:

• Establishing a trade-off between queuing delay and channel access delay in an OR scheme

• Finding the optimal forwarding nodes in OR that improve the overall network performance

• Providing an overview of the network status for each traffic flow to select the optimal CS

• Consideration of some cross-layer issues, such as dynamic retry threshold and MAC queue

awareness, to help improve the forwarding process

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The Related Works Section provides an over-

view of OR, summarizes the challenges of the OR and the related research works. The main

contributions of this paper are given in the Proposed Method Section. The Performance Evalu-

ation Section presents the simulation results of the proposed algorithm and compares them to

the state-of-the-art algorithms. Finally, the paper is summarized and concluded in the Conclu-

sion Section.

Related works

In this section, we provide an overview of the basic research works that have introduced and

expanded OR. Then, some previous works that address QoS-related issues such as congestion

control, bandwidth requirements, and delay requirements are briefly described. A comparison

between the proposed method and the related state-of-the-art algorithms is presented and the

method used for delay analysis in a multi-flow environment is also briefly introduced.

Basic OR algorithms

The broadcast nature of the wireless medium has been exploited in earlier studies [18] by uti-

lizing cooperative diversity, which virtually builds an array antenna through repeating the sig-

nal by multiple terminals. Extremely Opportunistic Routing (ExOR) [4] utilizes the wireless

medium’s broadcast nature in the network layer. The tasks of routing and MAC have been tied

together in the ExOR algorithm. After ExOR introduced the main idea of OR, it was suggested

that the separation of MAC and routing can increase the efficiency of the OR. Thus, Mac-inde-

pendent Opportunistic Routing and Encoding (MORE) [6] was proposed, in which routing

and MAC processes were separated. Random intra-session network coding [19] is also used in

MORE to solve the inter-node coordination problem. Many of the subsequent research such
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as [3, 5, 20, 21] have extended the basic ideas of ExOR and MORE and specialized these proto-

cols for better performance in different situations. [22, 23] provide more details on the basic

idea and also the design challenges of OR.

Congestion control in OR

QoS-related concepts cause new challenges for OR algorithms. Congestion control is one of

these important QoS-related issues that can affect the routing policy. Opportunistic Routing

with Congestion Diversity (ORCD) [16] is one of the QoS-related primitive works that aim at

congestion control in OR. It tries to forward data packets by the network nodes with minimum

overall congestion. ORCD’s routing metric is a combination of the nodes’ queue length and

Packet PDR to reflect congestion. An extended version of ORCD [24] was also proposed as

Distributed Opportunistic Routing with Congestion Diversity (D-ORCD) that contains a can-

didate set selection method as well. Moreover, it includes more realistic computations for the

routing metric. Like [16, 24], congestion control is one of the main goals of this paper. But, we

use a novel approach to overcome congestion that considers channel contention level status in

addition to the nodes’ queue length as a congestion indicator.

Bandwidth requirements in OR

Meeting the bandwidth requirements of the traffic flows is another QoS-related research topic

that has been investigated in OR schemes. Limiting the CS to the nodes with sufficient

resources is the common solution to meet the QoS requirements of the traffic flows in terms of

bandwidth. However, the path diversity of the OR should not be fully forfeited by limiting the

CS. Traffic flows’ bandwidth provisioning is the main contribution of Bandwidth-aware

Opportunistic Routing with Admission Control (BOR/AC) [25]. A routing metric, named

Bandwidth-Cost Ratio (BCR) is proposed that consists of the available bandwidth of the nodes

and the transmission cost. When a new traffic flow arrives, the call admission control process

will accept the traffic flow if the network is capable of providing its bandwidth requirement.

An enhanced version of BOR/AC was also proposed as the Bandwidth-aware Opportunistic

Routing Algorithm (BORA) [26]. QoS provisioning is the main goal of Opportunistic Routing

with Admission Control (ORAC) [27]. In ORAC, the network nodes’ capacity is computed

based on their bandwidth, queue length, and residual energy. Then, call admission control

accepts a traffic flow if the network can meet its requirements. Calado et al. [28] propose a call

admission control to provide the bandwidth requirement of the traffic flow. After the traffic

flow admission, different amounts of bandwidth will be reserved on different links based on

the amount of the nodes’ participation in the forwarding process. QoS improvement in terms

of throughput is another goal of this paper, like [25–28]. But this paper has a fundamental dif-

ference. Other works try to provide the best network resources for the traffic flows without

considering the traffic flows’ required QoS level. However, in our method, network resources

will be provided for the traffic flows based on their QoS level, not more.

Delay requirements in OR

The delay requirement of the traffic flows is another QoS parameter that must be considered

in OR. Furthermore, due to health, environmental, and economic issues, the transmission

power of wireless stations cannot be greatly increased. These constraints force the stations to

use as low transmission power as possible [29]. So, the quality of the wireless link will be

decreased. The OR scheme will be beneficial for such situations (refer to the example shown in

Fig 1) that can help to meet the users’ delay requirements. Efficient QoS-aware Geographic

Opportunistic Routing (EQGOR) [30] is a research that aims at QoS provisioning in wireless
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ad-hoc networks. It cares about the end-to-end delay and reliability requirements of the traffic

flows. CS limitation is the main tool to achieve these goals, which is performed in a hop-by-

hop manner. In each hop, the remaining part of the required delay is calculated based on the

elapsed time duration from the packet’s transmission; and accordingly, the remaining hop

count to the ultimate destination is estimated. Then, a multi-objective multi-constraint opti-

mization problem is formed according to the obtained information with the main objective of

maximizing the SPEED [31] parameter. Like EQGOR, providing end-to-end delay and reli-

ability are the main objectives of the QoS-aware Multi-sink Opportunistic Routing (QMOR)

[32]. A multi-objective multi-constraint optimization problem is proposed to formulate the

problem. The main objective of the optimization problem is to minimize the transmission

cost, with the constraints of the traffic flows’ QoS requirements. This paper has formulated the

candidate set selection as an optimization problem like [30, 32]. However, the optimization

problem selects the best candidate set for each packet in a hop-by-hop manner and based on

its belonged traffic flow.

Performance analysis of 802.11 DCF

In multi-flow environments, a network node probably participates in the forwarding process

of multiple traffic flows. This makes node-to-node analysis of the network performance very

difficult. Thus, implicit methods are used to model the network conditions. Mathematical

models can provide insight into the network condition and therefore, can be used for QoS-

related operations. Bianchi’s model [33] is one of the early works in the area of the perfor-

mance evaluation of the IEEE 802.11 standard. Other researchers have extended Bianchi’s

model and have changed it to adapt to various conditions, such as various traffic patterns, dif-

ferent numbers of nodes, and various network topologies, e.g., [34–40]. As mentioned before,

MAC-related delays, such as backoff time form a major part of the end-to-end delay. In a

multi-traffic flow environment, multiple traffic flows may pass through a specific node in the

network. Therefore, the information of all traffic flows and their behavior should be consid-

ered in the delay computation to provide an overall point of view of the network. We use

802.11 DCF analysis, instead of per-flow analysis in the network access delay computation for

more simplicity.

Table 1 provides a comparison of some previous research, most similar to the proposed

method in this paper, in terms of congestion control, QoS enhancement, and candidate set

optimization problem.

Proposed method

As mentioned in the Introduction Section, QoS-aware congestion control is the main goal of

this paper, where we propose a novel OR algorithm that distributes the traffic across the

Table 1. Related works comparison.

Similarity Factor Congestion Control QoS Enhancement Candidate Set Optimization

Algorithms DORCD [24] BORA [26] ORAC [27] EQGOR [30] QMOR [32] Proposed Algorithm

Controlling the congestion ✓ × ✓ × × ✓

Considering delay requirements × × × ✓ ✓ ✓

Considering bandwidth requirements × ✓ ✓ × × ✓

Considering the nodes’ queue length ✓ × ✓ × × ✓

Considering channel contention level status × ✓ × × × ✓

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.t001
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network considering link quality, network occupancy level, nodes’ queue length, and the traffic

flows’ QoS level. It is worth noting that the proposed algorithm will be more efficient when the

network is in the saturation state, where its traffic load is heavy.

Routing policies are the main tool for network-assisted congestion control which is inter-

preted as the CS selection and prioritization in the context of OR. To perform a QoS-aware CS

selection and prioritization, two types of information are needed; first, QoS levels of the traffic

flows, and second, the network nodes’ forwarding quality. The former can be obtained using a

labeling mechanism, in which the source node attaches labels to its packets. These labels show

the traffic flows’ QoS level and also their priority. For the latter, a discriminating parameter,

called routing metric is needed that reflects the forwarding quality of the nodes. The routing

metric of the proposed algorithm should cover both intrinsic network-related parameters,

such as link quality, as well as workload parameters, such as nodes’ traffic load and network

occupancy level.

For the sake of consistency and to simplify the framework, the delay is selected to show

both the traffic flows’ QoS level and the forwarding quality of the nodes. This means that the

source node tags the packets with the maximum tolerable delay of their corresponding traffic

flows, which represents their QoS level. Delays between each node and the other network

nodes, as potential destinations, are computed and used to show the nodes’ forwarding quality.

Network occupancy level and nodes’ queue length also take part in the delay computation. The

main components of the proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows:

• A labeling mechanism is proposed to indicate the QoS level of the traffic flows.

• The routing metric is calculated to indicate the forwarding quality of the network nodes.

• The CS members are selected and prioritized based on the computed routing metric.

• Some cross-layer procedures such as MAC-queue aware packet retransmission and dynamic

retry threshold are utilized to improve the performance of the proposed algorithm.

The remainder of this section will explain the details of the proposed algorithm including

the four above-mentioned procedures, and then the operation of the network node when fac-

ing different events will be explained. Therefore, the first and the second subsections describe

the operation of the proposed algorithm. The third subsection denotes the routing metric cal-

culations and the fourth subsection explains the CS selection method. Finally, the fifth subsec-

tion explains some cross-layer operations to improve the performance of the proposed

algorithm.

Forwarding scheme as the network layer behavior

The forwarding scheme describes how source, potential forwarder, and destination nodes

operate. The forwarding scheme should be clearly explained to make the delay estimation

more intelligible. In this section, it is assumed that the routing metric has been already calcu-

lated, and therefore, each network node has a matrix indicating the estimated delay between

each possible node pair in the network. An important assumption in the proposed algorithm is

that the wireless ad-hoc network is assumed to be stationary and the nodes do not have any

movement. The forwarding scheme used in our proposed algorithm will be explained in three

parts that show the way the source node, intermediate nodes, and destination node behave.

The explained forwarding scheme is derived from [30].

• Source node: The source node selects a list of the candidate nodes and sorts them based on

their routing metrics to the destination. Then, the source appends the ordered list as CS to
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the packet’s header and sends it. The source then awaits to receive acknowledgment (ACK)

messages from the CS members. When the first ACK is received, it can send its next packet.

Otherwise, if no ACK is received at a given period, the source node retransmits the packet.

The maximum number of packet retransmissions is limited to a specific threshold called the

maximum retransmission limit and then, the packet is discarded.

• Intermediate nodes: Each node that receives the sent packet checks the CS in the packets’

header. If the node’s ID exists in the candidate list of the packet, it will send an ACK to the

sender after a specified waiting period. The waiting period is set based on the node’s priority

in the CS. Since all packets are sent in the broadcast mode, lower priority forwarders likely

hear the ACK sent by the higher priority ones. If a candidate forwarder receives an ACK for

its last received packet during its waiting period, it will infer that a higher priority forwarder

has accepted the forwarding of the packet. So, it will refrain from sending ACK and will dis-

card the received packet. Otherwise, if no ACK is received, the node will forward the packet

in a way similar to the sender, and at the end of its waiting time. This process will continue

until the packet reaches its destination.

• Destination node: The destination node sends ACKs for the received packets and the for-

warders who hear the ACK ignore sending any acknowledgment.

Based on the above-mentioned forwarding scheme, the end-to-end delay will be estimated

in the “Delay calculation as the routing metric” subsection.

Data-link layer behavior

Data-link layer behavior is another important subject that has a high impact on channel access

delay, and it is fully discussed in this subsection. Since all transmissions in OR schemes are in

broadcast mode, data-link layer behavior is different from the standard behavior of

IEEE802.11. The first difference is in the contention window adjustment. In IEEE802.11, the

contention window starts from a minimum value (CWmin) and doubles on each unsuccessful

transmission attempt, while in the broadcast mode, the contention window does not change

and remains constant. Therefore, the backoff stage will not be extended. The second difference

is in the retransmission behavior. In IEEE802.11, when a sender sends a packet, it will wait for

the link-layer acknowledgment from the next-hop node, whereas in the broadcast mode, there

is no specific next-hop node and the sender will not wait for the data link layer

acknowledgment.

Delay calculation as the routing metric

Based on the explained forwarding scheme, network layer behavior, and the data link layer

behavior, we will calculate the delay that the network imposes on each packet to be transferred

between every two nodes as a possible source-destination pair. The calculated delay will form

the routing metric and will be used in the CS prioritization. In other words, the delay between

the nodes will be assumed as the cost of the routing algorithm. Therefore, each node will form

a 2D matrix whose elements are the delays between all possible source-destination pairs in the

network. The notations used in the next subsections are introduced in Table 2.

Suppose that Node i wants to send a packet to another node in the network. According to

the explained forwarding scheme, Node i selects a forwarder set and puts this set in the packet

header, and finally broadcasts the packet. it is worth noting that the forwarder set is re-selected

for each packet the node wants to forward. Since the results from the delay’s calculation is

required for the CS selection, the actual CS is not selected in this step. An abstraction of CS is

used for delay estimation. The abstracted CS, called Potential Candidate Set (PCS), contains
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Node i neighbors whose routing metrics for the intended destination are less than that of

Node i.
Delivering a data packet to the PCS takes as long as the first part of the end-to-end delay,

denoted as Tlocal(i, PCS). In other words, Tlocal(i, PCS) represents the average delay between

the time a packet was sent by Node i and the time of its reception by at least one member of

the PCS. Tlocal(i, PCS) consists of three main parts: channel access time, packet transmission

time, and the time needed for the acknowledgment reception.

• Channel Access Time: The channel access time depends on the number of network nodes.

The more the number of network nodes, the higher the contention level, and subsequently,

the higher the access time will be. However, when there are n nodes in the network, the

channel access time of Node i will not be affected by all the n nodes. Only a subset of the net-

work nodes that are in the transmission range of Node i and have packets to send affects the

access time. We define an Active Node set (AN) as a set that includes all these affecting

nodes and use AN[i] to demonstrate this set for Node i.

• Packet Transmission Time: After accessing the channel, Node i can send the packet.

Table 2. Notations used in this paper.

Parameter Meaning

PCS Potential Candidate Set

Tlocal(i, PCS) The delay of delivering a packet from Node i to the PCS

AN[i] Active nodes from Node i point of view

|AN[i]| The size of AN[i] set

Taccess(AN[i]) Network access time for Node i

Ttrans(data) Transmission delay of a data packet

Tack(i, PCS) The time required to receive an ACK at Node i from the PCS
Psuccess(i, PCS) The reception probability of Node i’s packet by at least one member of its PCS
pdr[i][j] Packet delivery ratio between the Nodes i and j
Pfwd(i, k, PCS) The forwarding probability of Node i packet by Node k of the PCS

tslot The time duration of a slot

CW The selected contention window value

CWmax The maximum value of the contention window

CWmin The minimum value of the contention window

DIFS Distributed Inter-frame space

Ys (AN[i]) A random variable describing the interrupts during the s-th slot of Node i’s backoff slots

τ Attempt probability

p Channel emptiness probability during a given time slot

q Successful transmission probability during a given time slot

QDU Queuing delay unit

Qi Queue length of Node i in QDU

TCS(i, PCS, dst) The delay of Node i’s packet from the PCS to Node dst
Te2e (i, dst) The end-to-end delay between the Nodes i and dst
SCS Selected candidate set

Delay(i, dst, SCS) The delay of delivering the packet from Node i to the dst, by SCS as its forwarder

Required_Delay Maximum tolerable delay of a packet

PDR_Tresh Packet delivery ratio threshold of the SCS’s members

Delaystc The delay from the source to the SCS

Delayctd The delay from the SCS to the destination

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.t002
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• Acknowledgment Time: after the packet transmission, the sender will wait to receive an

ACK from a member of the CS.

Therefore, according to the probabilistic analysis of the number of attempts for a successful

transmission [30], Tlocal(i, PCS) can be calculated as

As the packet’s transmission may be successful after multiple trials, Tlocal(i, PCS) is multi-

plied by the inverse of success probability to obtain its average value. For a better explanation,

the number of trials to reach success follows the geometric distribution. Therefore, the average

number of trials is equal to the inverse of success probability. The calculation of Taccess(AN[i])
will be explained later. Ttrans(data) is calculated as

Tlocalði;PCSÞ ¼
TaccessðAN½i�Þ þ TtransðdataÞ þ Tackði; PCSÞ

Psuccessði;PCSÞ
ð1Þ

In Eq 3, Taccess(AN[i]) denotes the channel access time for Node i, whose active node-set is

AN[i], Ttrans(data) denotes the transmission delay of the data packet, Tack(i, PCS) represents

the time elapsed for Node i to receive an acknowledgment from one of the PCS members, and

Psuccess(i, PCS) is the successful transmission probability, defined as the probability that the

packet sent by Node i is received by at least one of the PCS members.

As the packet’s transmission may be successful after multiple trials, Tlocal(i, PCS) is multi-

plied by the inverse of success probability to obtain its average value. For a better explanation,

the number of trials to reach success follows the geometric distribution. Therefore, the average

number of trials is equal to the inverse of success probability.

The calculation of Taccess(AN[i]) will be explained later. Ttrans(data) is calculated as

Ttrans datað Þ ¼
Ldata

R
ð2Þ

where Ldata and R represent the packet length and data rate of the link, respectively. Psuccess (i,
PCS) is calculated using

Psuccessði;PCSÞ ¼ 1 �
Y

j2PCS

ð1 � pdr½i�½j�Þ ð3Þ

where pdr[i][j] denotes the PDR between Nodes i and j. The time duration that Node i waits to

receive an acknowledgment from one of the members of the PCS, denoted as Tack(i, PCS), is

calculated as

Tackði; PCSÞ ¼
X

k2PCS

Pfwdði; k; PCSÞ∗ðTaccessðAN½k�Þ þ TtransðAckÞÞ ð4Þ

where Ttrans(Ack) represents the transmission delay of an ACK packet and is calculated by

Ttrans Ackð Þ ¼
LAck

R
ð5Þ

where LAck represents the length of the Ack message, and R shows the data rate. In Eq 4, Pfwd(i,
k, PCS) is the forwarding probability, of the packet sent by Node i being forwarded by Node k
(a member of the PCS). Pfwd(i, k, PCS) can be computed as

Pfwdði; k; PCSÞ ¼ pdr½i�½k�∗
Y

j 2 PCS;j<k

ð1 � pdr½i�½j�Þ; ð6Þ

where pdr[i][k] is defined as the PDR in the link between the Nodes i and k assuming that the
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PCS members are ordered according to their forwarding priority, and therefore, the lower

index shows the higher priority.

Taccess(AN[i]), Taccess(AN[k]) in Eqs 1 and 4 show the channel access times for Nodes i and

k, respectively. They will be calculated based on the broadcast mode of the IEEE 802.11 DCF

standard. In this standard, the time is divided into time slots. We assume that the duration of

each slot is tslot seconds. Generally, when a node has a packet to send, it selects a random num-

ber, called contention window (CW), from the [0, CWmax] interval and waits for an interval

called backoff time. The duration of the backoff time is CW × tslot seconds. After waiting for

the backoff interval, the node will sense the channel and if the channel remains idle for Distrib-

uted Inter-Frame Space (DIFS) time, it will be able to send the packet. If the channel becomes

busy during the backoff interval, the node freezes its backoff timer and when the channel

becomes idle and stays idle for an extra DIFS time, the backoff timer will resume. It is worth

noting that each node is assumed to send only one packet in each channel access round.

According to the above-mentioned process and the corresponding analysis found in [38],

the channel access time of Node i can be calculated as

TaccessðAN½i�Þ ¼ DIFSþ
XCW

s¼1

½tslot þ YsðAN½i�Þ� ð7Þ

where Ys (AN[i]) is a random variable that shows the interrupts experienced by Node i within

the s-th slot of the backoff interval (caused by freezing the backoff timer due to the channel

occupancy in this slot), and AN[i] shows the active node set of Node i. tslot is fixed and does

not change in different slots. Also, the expected value of Ys (AN[i]) is also independent of s. So,

Eq 7 can be rewritten as

TaccessðAN½i�Þ ¼ DIFSþ CW∗ðtslot þ E½YsðAN½i�Þ�Þ ð8Þ

where E[Ys (AN[i])] is the expected value of Ys (AN[i]).
As can be seen in Eqs 7 and 8, the channel access time is a function of active nodes. So, it is

very important to have a good estimation of the number of ANs. Each node should sense the

channel, and count the packets sent by the other nodes. If the number of packets of a specific

node is greater than a certain threshold, the counter node will consider the corresponding

node as an active one. After each calculation period, the node should reset its counters to

update the active nodes’ information as much as possible.

To compute Eq 8, E[Ys (AN[i])]) must be determined. To achieve this, we first determine

the Probability Mass Function (PMF) of Ys(AN[i]). So, a probabilistic analysis is provided for

Ys(AN[i]). Three different states should be considered for the calculation of of the PMF of

Ys(AN[i]):

1. s-th slot has no interrupt

2. A successful transmission occurs in the s-th slot: the maximum amount of interrupt is

equal to Tsend = Ttrans(data) + DIFS

3. A collision occurs in the s-th slot: the maximum amount of interrupt is equal to Tsend =

Ttrans(data) + DIFS

To compute the expected value of the interrupts YsAN[i]), we need to determine the proba-

bility of each state. In this regard, attempt probability (τ) is a pivotal parameter. τ shows the

packet transmission probability by a node in a given time slot. It is also assumed that the net-

work is in a saturated state and the stations always have packets to send. Since all the transmis-

sions are in the broadcast mode, CW values are always uniformly selected from the [0,
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CWmax] interval. Therefore, each node’s attempt probability will be equal to 1

CWmax. Based on

the attempt probability, we provide a probabilistic analysis that is presented in Table 3 [38].

Table 3 shows the PMF of Ys(AN[i]). Using the PMF of Ys(AN[i]), its expected value is cal-

culated as

E½YsðAN½i�Þ� ¼ 0∗pþ Tsend∗qþ Tsend∗ð1 � p � qÞ ¼ Tsend∗ð1 � pÞ ð9Þ

which can be simplified as

E½YsðAN½i�Þ� ¼ Tsend∗ð1 � ð1 � ð
1

CWmax
Þ
jAN½i�j
ÞÞ ð10Þ

Substituting Eq 8 in Eq 10 one obtains

TaccessðAN½i�Þ ¼ DIFSþ cw∗½tslot þ Tsend∗ð1 � ð1 � ð
1

CWmax
Þ
jAN½i�j
ÞÞ ð11Þ

Queuing delay also takes a major role in the calculation of the packets’ end-to-end delay.

Therefore, it is required to calculate the queuing delay that the packets tolerate at the network

nodes. Queuing delay calculation in a multi-traffic flow environment has a high complexity

since the nodes have packets from different traffic flows with different QoS requirements.

Tlocal(i, PCS), calculated by Eq 1 will be different for the packets with different destinations and

different QoS levels. Therefore, a straightforward mapping between the number of queued

packets and the queuing delay cannot be expressed. To overcome this issue, each network

node should investigate its queue and calculate the PCS and Tlocal(i, PCS) for the queued pack-

ets periodically. The sum of the Tlocal(i, PCS) of the queued packets will form the node’s queu-

ing delay. Network nodes should be informed about the other nodes’ queuing delays to

calculate the end-to-end delay. However, reporting queuing delays in terms of seconds or mil-

liseconds is challenging due to the precision of the values. So, we define Queuing Delay Unit

(QDU) as a unit and as a specific constant value (e.g. 0.05ms) so that the nodes express their

queuing delays in the QDU unit.

Network nodes inform others about their queue length in terms of QDU. In this way, net-

work nodes can estimate the queuing delay of each other more correctly.

Now that all the essential parameters of delay estimation have been calculated, the general

form of the estimated end-to-end delay can be written as

Te2eði; dstÞ ¼ Qi∗QDU þ Tlocalði; PCSÞ þ TCSði; PCS; dstÞ ð12Þ

where Qi is the queue length of Node i and the term TCS(i, PCS, dst) shows the delay from the

PCS to Node dst and can be calculated according to

TCSði;PCS; dstÞ ¼
X

k 2PCS

Pfwdði; k; PCSÞ∗Te2eðk; dstÞ ð13Þ

Based on Eq 12, the delay from Node i to Node dst consists of three parts:

Table 3. Probabilistic analysis of Ys(AN[i]).

State Probability The interrupt duration

Idle p = (1 − τ)|AN[i]| 0

Successful transmission q = |AN[i]|τ(1 − τ)|AN[i]|−1 Tsend

Unsuccessful transmission 1 − p − q Tsend

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.t003
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• Queuing delay of Node i (Qi * QDU)

• The local delay from Node i to the selected PCS (Tlocal (i, PCS))

• The expected value of the delay from the PCS to Node dst (TCS (i, PCS, dst))

Therefore, Eq 13 can be used in a Dijkstra-like algorithm to compute the pairwise delay

between each pair of nodes. Each network node should have some information to compute the

routing metric. This information includes nodes’ queue length and PDR of the network links,

which is exchanged in the network by means of a Link-State-like routing protocol. This

ensures that the network nodes are aware of all other nodes’ queue lengths and their PDRs,

enabling them to compute their routing metric.

Candidate set selection

The other contribution of this paper is the CS selection method. In multi-traffic flow environ-

ments, traffic flows have different required QoS levels. If QoS levels of the traffic flows are not

considered in the resource allocation procedure, the network will show similar behavior facing

various traffic flows. Therefore, some traffic flows may acquire more network resources than

their requirements, while the network is unable to service the other arriving traffic flows. How-

ever, if the required QoS levels of the traffic flows are considered, resource allocation efficiency

will be improved and more flows will be served in the network. Consequently, considering the

traffic flows’ QoS levels in the resource allocation procedure will improve the scalability of the

network.

In the context of OR, CS selection is a tool for resource allocation. Therefore, we design our

algorithm so that the QoS level of the traffic flow influences its CS selection procedure. In this

paper, the CS of a packet changes in each hop. It is assumed that each traffic flow informs its

expected QoS level in terms of average throughput. According to the required throughput, the

maximum tolerable end-to-end delay that can be imposed on the packets of the traffic flow is

computed. This maximum tolerable delay is attached to the packets’ headers. At the forward-

ing time, each node can obtain the latency applied to the packet by subtracting the timestamp

of the packet generation from the current node’s timer, according to which the maximum tol-

erable delay for the packet is computed. On the other hand, the calculated routing metrics in

the previous subsection estimate the delay of the nodes to all possible destinations in the net-

work. Therefore in this step, the CS with the nearest delay to the computed tolerable delay for

the packet will be selected as a suitable CS. The problem of optimal CS selection is formulated

as a single-objective multi-constraint optimization problem.

MinjDelayði; dst; SCSÞ � Required Delayj ð14Þ

s:t :

8j 2 SCS pdr½i�½j� � PDR Tresh > 0 ð15Þ

8j 2 SCS Te2eðj; dstÞ < Te2eði; dstÞ ð16Þ

8j 2 SCS Q½j� < Max Buffer Length ð17Þ

In the above optimization problem, the SCS that represents the Selected Candidate Set is

the decision variable. In other words, the result of the optimization process will be a value of

the SCS that minimizes the objective function. Required_Delay shows the maximum tolerable
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delay of the packets. The term Delay(i, dst, SCS) denotes the delay of delivering the packet

from Node i to Node dst with the use of SCS as the forwarding candidates. pdr[i][j] represents

the PDR between the Nodes i and j, and Te2e(j, dst) is the routing metric of Node j for Node dst
and shows the delay between Node j and the possible destination nodes implicitly.

The objective function (Eq 14) minimizes the difference between the maximum tolerable

delay and Delay(i, dst, SCS). The closer the corresponding delay of the SCS is to the maximum

tolerable delay, the better the result will be, and network resources will be assigned to the traffic

flows more efficiently. Therefore, resource over-provisioning is avoided.

The first constraint (15) ensures that the SCS members are the neighbors of Node i. Fur-

thermore, the PDR between the SCS members and Node i should be greater than PDR_Tresh
to reduce duplicate transmissions. The second constraint (16) guarantees that the routing met-

ric between each SCS member and the destination node is less than its corresponding value for

Node i. Finally, the third constraint(Eq 17) ensures that a node with a full buffer is never

selected. Note that Delay(i, dst, SCS) is calculated using

Delayði; dst; SCSÞ ¼ Delaystc þ Delayctd ð18Þ

where Delaystc shows the delay between Node i and the selected CS and Delayctd represents the

average delay from the selected CS to the destination node. In Eq 18, Delaystc is computed as

Delaystc ¼
TaccessðAN½i� [ SCSÞ þ TtransðdataÞ þ Tackði; SCSÞ

Psuccessði; SCSÞ
ð19Þ

where Taccess, Tack, and Ttrans are calculated based on Eqs 2, 4 and 11, respectively. As expected,

Eq 19 is Eq 1 in which PCS has been replaced by AN[i] [ SCS.

The union of the active nodes and the SCS can guarantee that a network node will be added

to the SCS if its addition decreases the packet transfer time. The addition of the nodes to the

SCS, regarding the channel access issues, can degrade the network performance due to the

increasing channel occupancy and consequently, the channel access time. However, this issue

is avoided in the proposed algorithm, because the overall analysis of the channel occupancy is

provided in the form of access delay.

The second term of Eq 18 represents the delay of the CS to the destination and is equal to

the expected value of the routing metric to the destination, and can be calculated using

Delayctd ¼
XjSCSj

k¼1

Pfwdði; k; SCSÞ∗Te2eðk; dstÞ ð20Þ

Note that the optimization problem formulated by Eqs 14–17 is an instance of an optimal sub-

set selection problem. Therefore, any kind of discrete optimization method can be used to find

a solution as the best SCS.

To better illustrate how the proposed algorithm works, consider the example shown in Figs

2–5. Suppose Node SRC wants to send some packets to the Node DST. In Fig 2, which shows

the first step of the algorithm, Nodes A and C are the previously active nodes, and Nodes F, G,
H, I, J, and DST are the SRC’s out-of-range nodes.

SRC selects a candidate set, which is a subset of SRC’s neighbors. An initial set containing

A, B, C, D, and E is assumed (Fig 2). All of the non-null subsets of this set can be selected as the

candidate set. However, each subset is evaluated with the delay imposed on the packets. The

subset with the closest delay to the required delay is selected as the final candidate set. For

example, one probable choice can be B, D, E. This subset contains no active nodes. Thus, based

on Eq 16, this is more probable that the union of this subset with the active nodes leads to

higher delay. Another option is the subset of E. This single node has a low PDR to the SRC. So,
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in Eq 19, Psuccess(i, SCS) becomes large, and the overall result leads to a higher delay. Generally,

it is more probable that the subsets like A, B, C or A, B, D will be selected because they include

the active nodes. Assume that the set of A, B, C is selected, and among the members of this can-

didate set, Node C has the highest priority. So, it will become the packet forwarder and should

forward the packet. Node C, in a process similar to Node SRC, should select the next candidate

set from its neighbors (Fig 3) and forward the packet. When Node C forwards the packet,

Node F will become the packet holder and repeat the process. Next, Node F selects the candi-

date set from its neighbors and forwards the packet (Fig 3). Finally, Node I becomes the packet

holder and selects the next candidate set. Because Node DST is the neighbor of Node I, it has

the highest priority in the candidate set. Therefore, the packet reaches Node DST when it is

forwarded by Node I (Fig 5).

Fig 2. Candidate set selection and packet forwarding of Node SRC.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g002

Fig 3. Candidate set selection and packet forwarding of Node C.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g003
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Cross-layer operations

Another contribution of the proposed algorithm is its cross-layer operation that can improve

its performance. The first cross-layer operation is called MAC queue awareness. If a node

sends its packet on the channel and does not receive any network-layer ACK from the CS, it

will retransmit the packet. This process is necessary for error-prone conditions. When the con-

tention level is very high, the network layer will resend the packet to the MAC layer as it has

not been able to access the channel to send the packet and receive its corresponding ACK.

Therefore, multiple copies of the packet will appear in the MAC layer queue. To avoid such a

Fig 4. Candidate set selection and packet forwarding of Node F.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g004

Fig 5. Candidate set selection and packet forwarding of Node I.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g005
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situation, the node looks at the MAC layer queue, before the packet retransmission from the

network layer. If the node finds the packet in the MAC layer queue, it will refrain from its

retransmission. This simple method decreases the number of duplications and improves net-

work performance.

Another simple but influential aspect of our algorithm is the dynamic network layer retry

threshold. A high retry threshold may cause more duplications and this will waste network

resources. On the other hand, with a low retry threshold, the algorithm may not be able to

overcome channel errors. As the network condition is dynamic, a fixed retry threshold is not a

suitable option. In our algorithm, the retry threshold of each node will be set based on its SCS.

For the SCS, the expected value of the number of transmissions needed to deliver the packet

successfully will be selected equal to (Psuccess (i, SCS))−1 and this amount will be an appropriate

choice for the retry threshold of Node i.
It is worth noting that for the mentioned cross-layer operations, we just need to add some

items such as the forwarder set and remaining delay to the header of the packets, and no other

changes are needed. To do so, a packet header format is designed to carry the required fields.

This header, shown in Fig 6, will be added between the IP header and the 802.11 header. The

details of the fields are explained below.

• Ver: The version of the proposed algorithm that is necessary to support the backward

compatibility.

• HdrLen: the header length in terms of the number of 32bit blocks.

• Checksum: Checksum of the header fields for error detection.

• TimeStamp: The timestamp showing the packet creation time

• PktSc: Packet sequence number

• ReqDelay: The tolerable delay of the packets. Each forwarder node that receives the packet

compares its current time with the TimeStamp field and obtains the delay, experienced so

far, and selects the next forwarder set according to the packts’ remaining tolerable delay.

• CSS (Candidate Set Size): The number of candidate nodes. This field will be followed by the

IP addresses of the corresponding candidate set members. These nodes are sorted by the

decreasing order of the routing metric (highest to lowest priority member).

Fig 6. Packets header.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g006
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Performance evaluation

An extensive simulation study has been done to investigate the performance of the proposed

algorithm. For the performance comparison, we selected the works presented in D-ORCD

[24] and BORA [26] because of their similarity to our proposed algorithm. Similar to the pro-

posed algorithm, D-ORCD aims at traffic distribution. So, it considers the node’s queue length

and the PDR for determining the nodes’ forwarding priority. However, channel contention

level status is ignored in the forwarding prioritization. On the other hand, BORA prioritizes

the forwarding nodes based on the time in which the network interface is in busy/idle mode.

So, BORA is similar to the proposed algorithm in terms of channel contention level status con-

sideration. However, it does not consider the backlogged traffic. In this paper, we consider

both backlogged traffic and channel contention level status in the design of the proposed algo-

rithm. Furthermore, D-ORCD and BORA have similar overhead to the proposed algorithm

because they also use an ack-based forwarding scheme.

Simulation setup

The simulation is conducted by the NS-2 network simulator and the simulation parameters

are set as shown in Table 4. Each simulation experiment is repeated ten times for validation.

The average results of different runs, as well as their 90 percent confidence intervals, are

depicted in the figures. Multiple source-destination pairs are selected randomly from the net-

work nodes in each iteration of the experiments. Each source node sends a Constant Bit Rate

(CBR) UDP traffic in the network. Furthermore, the experiments are repeated for three differ-

ent network densities to investigate the effect of the network density on the performance of the

algorithms.

The Nakagami-m propagation model is considered for the physical channel, to simulate the

fading condition. This setting helps to build a lossy network, where the OR algorithm is more

appropriate. As mentioned in Table 4, the channel’s fading condition becomes more severe

when the communicating nodes get far from each other. More precisely, the fading condition

Table 4. Simulation parameters.

Parameter VALUE

Simulation area 1000m*1000m

Number of network nodes 10, 15, 20, 50

Nodes’ type Fixed-mobile nodes

Topology Random

Transport layer protocol UDP

Traffic type CBR

Network’s data transmission rate Randomly chosen from 2 to 11 Mbps

Physical and data link layer 802.11 ac

Network load 1500 Kbps-7500Kbps

Background Traffic 128 Kbps- CBR

Physical channel model 128 Kbps- CBR

Nakagami-m parameter 1(< 40 m) m = 1.5

Nakagami-m parameter 2(> 40 m) m = 0.75

DIFS 50s
Slot time 20s
SIFS 10s

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.t004
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is acceptable for the 0- 40 meter distances, while for distances greater than 40 m, it becomes

more severe. The following parameters are used for the comparison and evaluation of the

algorithms:

• Network overall throughput: defined as the data received by the destinations divided by the

elapsed time.

• Average end-to-end delay: defined as the average time duration it will take for a packet to

be received at the destination.

• PDR: defined as the number of packets delivered to the destinations divided by the total

number of sent packets.

These three evaluation parameters will be investigated in scenarios with different network

offered loads and densities. The offered load shows the total bit rate of the senders, and the net-

work density refers to the number of nodes. Three, four, and five source nodes have been con-

sidered for the 10, 15, 20 and 50 node scenarios, respectively. The next three subsections show

the results of the simulation in these different scenarios. In the following, we show that the pro-

posed algorithm will improve all performance metrics due to the simultaneous consideration

of node queue length as well as the network contention level.

Throughput analysis

The network throughput is evaluated in different network load conditions and for four diverse

scenarios with different network node densities. The simulation results are shown in Figs 7–10. It

should be mentioned that the analyzed throughput is the goodput of the network, and duplicate

packets are eliminated from the throughput calculation. As expected, the throughput increases in

UDP-based traffic to a saturation point with the offered load growth. After saturation, the net-

work throughput remains constant. This is well illustrated in Figs 7–10. As shown in these figures,

the saturation point of the proposed algorithm occurred at a higher offered network load com-

pared to BORA and D-ORCD. As shown in Figs 7–10, the average throughput of the proposed

algorithm is higher than the other two methods for all offered loads higher than 2000Kbps. This

improvement becomes more obvious when the network density and also the offered load grow.

Fig 7. Average network throughput in the 10-node scenario.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g007
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Fig 8. Average network throughput in the 15-node scenario.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g008

Fig 9. Average network throughput in the 20-node scenario.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g009

Fig 10. Average network throughput in the 50-node scenario.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g010
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This is due to the simultaneous consideration of the channel levels issues like node’s con-

tention, and the nodes’ backlogged traffic. The proposed algorithm performs better than

D-ORCD because the nodes’ contention becomes more critical at higher network densities,

and our proposed algorithm considers this issue.

BORA that considers channel conditions can partially be adapted to higher contention lev-

els on higher densities and low traffic loads. However, when the traffic load increases, the

admission control part of BORA will be activated and prevent the entrance of new traffic flows

to the network. So, its throughput remains constant.

To better understand the fluctuations of the average throughput of the three algorithms in

different network loads and densities, the average network throughput is depicted as a func-

tion of node density and offered load in Figs 11–13.

As it is shown in Figs 11–13, the average throughput surface of the proposed algorithm is

above that of D-ORCD and BORA. It means that the proposed algorithm outperforms the

benchmark algorithms in terms of throughput. Also, we expect the performance of the

Fig 11. The average throughput of D-ORCD in different network loads and densities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g011

Fig 12. The average throughput of BORA in different network loads and densities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g012
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proposed algorithm to be less affected by the increase in the network density. This claim is well

supported by the results shown in Figs 11–13. As can be seen in these figures, the maximum

throughput of all three algorithms has occurred around 7500 Kbps of the offered load. If 6000

Kbps of the offered load is tracked in various densities, it can be observed in Fig 11 that the

throughput of the D-ORCD decreases drastically in high density and this is due to the higher

level of inter-node contention that D-ORCD is unable to deal with.

Also, Fig 12 shows that in BORA, the average throughput decreases in high densities and

high loads, due to the increasing inter-node contention. In BORA, when inter-node conten-

tion becomes more severe, the algorithm reaches the saturation point sooner, and new traffic

flows will not be admitted to enter the network. On the other hand, Fig 13 shows that the aver-

age throughput of the proposed algorithm decreases slowly from the upper 4500- Kbps area to

the 4500-4000 Kbps area. It can be concluded that the proposed algorithm can handle the con-

gestion and inter-node contention well and this will result in better network scalability.

End-to-end delay analysis

Average end-to-end delay is another evaluation parameter that is shown in Figs 14–17. As

shown in Figs 14–17, end-to-end delay grows in all three algorithms when the network offered

load increases. In D-ORCD, the end-to-end delay has a drastic growth when the offered load is

greater than 5000 Kbps. In BORA, this growth occurs around 6500 Kbps of the offered load.

However, the increase of the offered load and the density has a low impact on the end-to-end

delay in the proposed algorithm. As mentioned earlier in this section, when the network load

increases, the network activity level increases as well. In such situations, two types of events

occur in the network. The first one is the increase of the inter-node contention and subse-

quently, the channel access time. Therefore, when a routing algorithm wants to decrease the

end-to-end delay, it should first consider the activity level of the network nodes. The second

important issue that imposes long delays to the packets is the queue length of the network

nodes. BORA can partially handle the contention problem by considering the busy/idle times

of the network interfaces, which indicate the network activity level. However, it is unable to

handle the congestion because it does not consider the buffer length of the network nodes. So,

a packet may go through a node with a long buffer, and subsequently, the end-to-end delay

will increase.

Fig 13. The average throughput of the proposed algorithm in different network loads and densities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g013
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On the other hand, D-ORCD is a congestion-aware algorithm. It handles the increase of the

queue lengths but is unable to deal with the inter-node contention. So, it shows a good perfor-

mance in the low levels of network activity. However, the proposed algorithm considers both

the queue length and the overall access time in its calculations. Therefore, it performs better

than D-ORCD and BORA in terms of end-to-end delay because it can face both congestion

and contention at the same time.

Fig 14. Average end-to-end delay in the 10-node scenario.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g014

Fig 15. Average end-to-end delay in the 15-node scenario.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g015
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PDR analysis

Finally, the PDR of the three algorithms is depicted in Fig 15 at different network densities and

different network offered loads. As shown in Fig 18, the PDR of the proposed algorithm is higher

for the proposed algorithm compared to BORA and D-ORCD for the majority of all offered

loads and densities. We notice that for offered loads greater than 4000 kbps, the proposed algo-

rithm always outperforms BORA and D-ORCD. We also note that the less the PDR of an algo-

rithm is affected by the increase in network density or network offered load, the more scalable it

is. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed algorithm also outperforms D-ORCD and

BORA in terms of scalability. The scalability improvement is because of the overall insight into

the channel-level condition that is considered in our algorithm, where the number of active

nodes will increase if it is useful to the entire network and not just to a single traffic flow.

Fig 17. Average end-to-end delay in the 50-node scenario.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g017

Fig 16. Average end-to-end delay in the 20-node scenario.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g016
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Complexity analysis

This subsection provides a brief analysis of the time complexity of the proposed algorithm as

well as D-ORCD and BORA. Routing metric computation and candidate set selection are the

two main components of the OR algorithms. Therefore, the time complexity of these compo-

nents will be investigated. In the routing phase of our algorithm, each node computes the rout-

ing metric with a distributed Dijkstra-like algorithm. Therefore, its time complexity will be O
(V2), where V represents the number of nodes. BORA and D-ORCD also have the same com-

plexity in the routing phase because they use similar strategies. On the other hand, candidate

set selection is an instance of optimal subset selection. In our algorithm, the brute force algo-

rithm is used in this step, in which all subsets of PCS must be explored to find the best answer.

Thus, the complexity of the candidate set selection is O(2N). BORA and D-ORCD also need to

compute the delay of all potential forwarder sets in their candidate selection phase. Therefore,

for both BORA and D-ORCD, the time complexity of this phase is O(2N) as well. Hence, we

conclude that the complexity of our proposed algorithm is the same as the complexity of the

benchmark algorithms.

Discussion

Based on the simulation results, it can be concluded that the performance metrics of the net-

work using the proposed algorithm are improved compared to the benchmark algorithms.

However, the complexity remains unchanged. Thinking of the reasons for these improvements

leads us to the following points: When lots of traffic enters the network, network congestion

may occur, where the queue length of network nodes is long. Therefore, the packet delay

becomes higher. Congestion control mechanisms try to pass the traffic along less congested

paths. However, for a network with random medium access mechanisms, like IEEE 802.11, it

will be possible that a node with a short queue imposes long delays to the packets due to the

severe inter-node contention for accessing the shared medium. The proposed algorithm aims

to consider both issues on one side and the QoS requirements of the traffic flow on the other

side. The proposed method provides the flows’ QoS by spending adequate resources, which

leads to better utilization of the network resources too. D-ORCD focuses on the queue length,

Fig 18. Network scalability in different network densities and different offered loads.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288955.g018
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and BORA only considers the medium access contention. Furthermore, none of them pays

any attention to the required QoS level of the traffic flows.

Conclusion

This paper proposes a new cross-layer QoS-aware OR that aims to control network congestion

by taking into consideration the backlogged traffic, the traffic flows’ QoS level, and the channel

occupancy rate. Conventionally, the backlogged traffic is used as the congestion indicator, and

congestion control algorithms conduct the traffic over the paths with lower overall backlogged

traffic. Even though backlogged traffic consideration is essential in the congestion control pro-

cess, some other issues such as channel contention level status can also lead to network perfor-

mance degradation. Therefore, backlogged traffic, channel occupancy, and the QoS levels of

traffic flows have been considered together in this paper in the forwarder nodes’ selection and

prioritization procedure with the aim of traffic distribution in the network. The usage of both

backlogged traffic and channel occupancy makes traffic distribution more efficient. Also, the

traffic flows’ QoS level consideration makes the algorithm assign resources to the traffic flows

sufficiently and the potential network capacities will be utilized. Some cross-layer ideas (MAC

queue awareness and dynamic retransmission threshold) have also been applied to prevent

network resource wastage, resulting in improved network capacity. Simulation results showed

that the proposed algorithm improves the network performance in terms of average through-

put, end-to-end delay, PDR, and network scalability, especially in high load conditions.
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